
TELSTRA CALL FORWARDING CODES BUSINESS PLAN

Call Forwarding So you don't miss any calls, you can use Call Forwarding feature (all calls) is free of monthly charges
for most on Small Business Plans Pick up Phone * 2 4 Phone number # Phone Down; To turn off Call.

These numbers were allocated in March  Other numbers beginning with 19 are used for premium-rate SMS
services. It depends on the individual mobile plan as how 13 and numbers are charged: all plans no longer
charge for but 13 and may still be charged at a high rate, or outside included calls. The number is believed to
be the first nationwide TTY emergency service in the world. These were originally trialled using the prefix.
Tap the times to change the start and end time. Scroll to the bottom of the screen. CFC cannot be configured
through device menus, please use Self-service short codes for call forwarding. Non-geographic numbers
domestic use [ edit ] The following codes are not generally dialable from international points, but used in
domestic dialling: â€” Emergency Police, Fire, Ambulance â€” TTY emergency for the hearing-impaired 11
â€” Community services â€” Dial Before You Dig â€” Alternative access to Emergency Services Police, Fire,
Ambulance; diallable from GSM mobile phones only x â€” Information services e. This was reduced from in a
variation to the previous numbering plan. These numbers were allocated in December , with the rest "spare".
To allow calls from certain groups of people, tap Allow Calls From and choose the desired group. Default [
edit ] The main international prefix is  Tap Unblock. A call to an is free when dialled from a landline, and
mobile phones since [13]. Tap Forward to. Increased awareness of the emergency number in Australia has led
to the potential for confusion over which number to call in an emergency. Tap the number or contact you wish
to block. It is up to the individual owner to set this up correctly for 13 and 18 numbers at least e. This is
predominantly used for MobileSat and Thuraya mobile satellite services. No longer available. The latter
method is most often used for fax-back services, where a timed charge is not appropriate. To allow repeat
callers to ring through, tap the toggle next to Repeated Calls. A proposed amendment to the
Telecommunications Consumer Protection and Service Standards Act would prevent carriers from providing
emergency services access to SIM-less devices, i. Tap Clear then Clear All Recents to delete the entire log.
Call forwarding unconditional Call Forwarding Unconditional CFU immediately forwards all calls to another
phone number without allowing the device to ring. Override prefixes[ edit ] Provider override codes 14 [ edit ]
These four-digit numbers are dialled before the destination number to complete and bill a call by a carrier
other than the subscriber's service provider. The prefixes , , , and are set aside for satellite systems; the rest of
the prefix range is currently not allocated to any other service type. Premium numbers 19 [ edit ] x not to be
confused with is the prefix for premium rate services e. Telstra has retired this code will use the Optus
network Other 4 and 5 digit prefixes beginning with and even are available but have not been allocated. If you
tapped Recents, tap next to the contact or number. These work across large areas potentially the whole of
Australia and charge the caller only a low cost, routing the call to the appropriate place in a given area. There
is not a lot of demand for these services, and many satellite phones now have normal mobile phone numbers
prefix 04 , so it is not likely for the entire range to be allocated to satellite services.


